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of the
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allows an interpretation
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noise. That
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have less
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others. The
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Figs. 22and
and3.3.The
Thespatial
spatialNyquist
Nyquistfrequency
= 256.
256. The
spectrum exhibits pronounced
pronounced harmonic
harmonic content
content at pp = 188.
spectrum

*W(p)

t n(i)
25

10

1

512

same
the same
for the
n{i) for
values n(i)
noisevalues
digitizednoise
Fig. 3.
3. Another
ofdigitized
observation of
Another observation
Fig.
observa
twoobservathe two
video line as
as in
in Fig.
Fig.2.
2. By
Bycomparison
comparison of the data from
from the
a random variation and a statistically
evidence is seen
tions, evidence
seen of
of both
both a
noise.
spatial noise.
similar structure in the spatial

advantage of
seen by
bycomparing
comparing
of ensemble averaging is seen
The advantage
Figs.
Figs. 44and
and 5.5.Figure
Figure44shows|
shownN(p)
N(p)| 22,, the
thesquared
squared modulus
modulus of
of
the DFT
was seen in
as was
such as
record such
of a single individual noise record
DFT of
fact
the fact
by the
Figs. 22 and
and 3.
3. ItIt has
has an
an excess
excessvariability
variability introduced
introduced by
single observation
that it is the spectrum
observation of
of aa random
random
spectrum of a single
that
have
will have
process. The
The observations
observationsseen
seeninin Figs.
Figs. 22 and
and 3 will
process.
one
data. IfIf one
in the direct data.
the differences in
to the
different DFTs
due to
DFTs due
individual spectra and averages them, the random
takes many individual
variation in the spectrum decreases, converging as the square
observations to the true
root of the number of independent observations
whole.
process as aa whole.
value of
of the
the power
for that process
spectrum for
power spectrum
value
resulting
Figure
Figure 55 shows
shows W(p),
W(p), the power spectrum estimate resulting
obtained
from averaging
averaging the
the squared
squared modulus
modulus of
of the
the DFTs
DFTs obtained
from
No. 10
26 No.
Vol. 26
988 / /OPTICAL
October 1987
1987 // Vol.
ENGINEERING // October
OPTICALENGINEERING
988

188

255

Fig. 5. Estimate
frequency power
power spectrum resulting from
spatial-frequency
ofspatialEstimateof
1001N
of1001
averageof
anaverage
an ensemble of 100
N (p) 1122
W (p)isisan
observations.W(p)
100 observations.
such estiOne such
line. One
video line.
single video
from aa single
spectral estimates obtained from
matel
N (p)
of
observe some smoothing
smoothing of
(p) i122 was seen in Fig. 4. One can observe
mate IN
the random variations
variations in the spectrum,
spectrum, while
characterstructure characterthe structure
while the
istic of
frequency power
remained.
has remained.
spectrumhas
powerspectrum
spatial-frequency
truespatialthe true
of the

independent observations of the noise
single
on aa single
noise on
100 independent
from 100
line of video data.
line
frequency
spatial-frequency
the spatialofthe
shape of
emergence of the true shape
The emergence
5,
power spectrum
can be seen
and 5,
Figs. 4 and
comparing Figs.
seen by comparing
spectrum can
power
difference is quite subtle. The ensemble averagthe difference
although the
visible
mostvisible
ing operation has
effect, most
smoothingeffect,
introducedaasmoothing
has introduced
in the distribution of
specthe specin the
components in
amplitude components
low amplitude
of low
averaging isis a
trum. The structure
ensembleaveraging
afterensemble
remainsafter
thatremains
structure that
characteristic of the power
and
noise and
sensor noise
the sensor
of the
spectrum of
power spectrum
cannot be
necessary for
characterization isis necessary
Its characterization
be averaged out. Its
spectrum.
image spectrum.
an image
of an
made of
be made
an accurate estimate to be
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5.2.
5.2. Interpretation of the overall nonwhite
nonwhite nature of the
spatial-frequency
spatial- frequency power
power spectrum
From the ensemble
-averaged power
power spectrum
spectrum in
in Fig.
Fig. 5, it is
ensemble-averaged
power
waveform has aa power
noise waveform
sensor noise
the sensor
readily
readily seen
seen that
that the
spatial-frequency
spectrum that is spatialfrequency dependent.
dependent. The noise data
deterwhich deterarray, which
across the array,
correlation across
spatial correlation
exhibit
exhibit aa spatial
with
agreement with
mines
mines the
the overall
overall shape
shape of
of the spectrum, in agreement
case
this case
in this
useful in
viewisis useful
pointofofview
domainpoint
Eq. (9).
(9). The
The Fourier domain
characterize the
specification of
since
since aa specification
of variance
variance alone
alone to characterize
array would ignore the fact that the sensor has relatively more
noise
noise at
at certain
certain spatial
spatial frequencies
frequencies than
than at others. This fact
spatial-frequency
thespatialchoiceofofthe
thechoice
in the
important in
be important
could
could be
frequency
optimum
an optimum
sensor ifif an
the sensor
presented to the
range
range of
of data
data to be presented
signal-to-noise
signal -to -noiseratio
ratio isis to
to be
be achieved.
Presence of a spike in the spectrum
5.3. Presence
5.3.
sensor noise
of the sensor
example of the nonwhite nature of
Another example
5.
Fig. 5.
of Fig.
seen as
can be seen
as aa spike
spike in
in the
the power spectrum data of
(and
188 (and
The power
The
power spectrum
spectrum shows
shows aa major
major spike
spike at
at p == 188
higher harmonics aliased into lower frequencies),
frequencies), correspondcorresponding to
to aa pronounced
pronounced harmonic
harmonic content in the
the array data. The
utility in this
view isis of
Fourier
Fourier domain
domain point
point of view
of particular utility
spectrumisis
the spectrum
of the
case since
since this
this aspect
aspect of
of the
the nonwhite
nonwhite nature
nature of
of Figs. 2
quite difficult to notice in the direct data waveforms of
completely
be completely
would be
existence of this harmonic would
and 3. The existence
perfornoise perforthe noise
describe the
use of variance to describe
masked by
masked
by the use
mance of the sensor array.
useful in leading to
is useful
viewpoint also is
The Fourier domain viewpoint
the identification of the source
source of this
this spatial
spatial harmonic.
harmonic. In Eq.
photosites isis the
of photosites
(4), we
weassumed
assumed implicitly
implicitlythat
that the number of
same
same as
as the
thenumber
number of
ofdigitized
digitizedvalues
valuesin
inthe
thedata
data array.
array. In the
the
512 samples
actual system used, 512
samples were
were taken
taken along each horiThere
zontal line
line of
of analog
analog video
video data
data from the sensor array. There
were,
were, however,
however, only
only 188
188actual
actualphotosites
photosites along
along aa horizontal
horizontal
size of the
the size
between the
row of the
the sensor
sensor array.
array. This mismatch between
digital
digital data
data array and the size
size of
of the
the array
array of photogenerated
photogenerated
spatial
source of the spatial
values will
data
data values
will be
be shown
showntoto be
be the
the source
5.
harmonic seen in Fig. 5.
Origin of the spike
5.4.
5.4. Origin
spike in
in the horizontal spectrum
To investigate
investigate the
the origin of the spike seen
seen in
in the noise
noise power
describes the
which describes
6, which
Fig. 6,
consider Fig.
spectrum,
spectrum, let
let us
us first
first consider
actual processes
processes the
the image
imagedata
data undergo
undergo in
in their
their conversion
conversion to
to
video
analog video
the analog
Even though the
values. Even
digitized values.
an
an array of digitized
waveform isis strictly
strictlyaafunction
function of
of time,
time, for
for the
the purposes
purposes of this
this
into aa
formatted into
properly formatted
discussion we
discussion
we consider
consideritit to
to be
be properly
rectangular
rectangular raster format.
The first
first stage,
stage, describable
describable by
by the
the operator
operator 0^
e1, performs
s(x,, y)
the conversion
conversion of continuous
continuous scene data s(x
y) into
into photosite
photosite
(1, m).
pixel values
values ff(1,
m).This
Thiscan
canbe
bethought
thought of as
as aa local
local averaging
averaging
assignment of a
an assignment
photosite areas and an
over the photosite
of
of s(x,y) over
energy
scene energy
average scene
the average
single
single data
data value
value associated
associated with the
falling upon each individual photosite:
falling
G,

s(x,y)
s(x,y) -> f(l,m)

.

(12)
(12)

The process of
of local
local averaging
averaging isisdescribable
describable44 as
asaaconvolution
convolution
spatial
describing the spatial
function describing
with aa function
scene s(x,y) with
the scene
of
of the
responsivity of the
the photosite.
photosite. We model this spatial responsivxp
widths xp
rect(xp ,yp),
ity
ity as rect(xp
, yp),aa two-dimensional
two -dimensional rectangle
rectangle of widths

SCENE
CONTINUOUS SCENE
CONTINUOUS
s(x,y)
s(x,y)

- LOCAL AVERAGING & SAMPLING

VALUES
PIXEL VALUES
PHOTOSITE PIXEL
f d,m)
f(l,m)

SAMPLE AND HOLD

OZ

TIME-DOMAIN
TIME
-DOMAIN ANALOG
ANALOG VIDEO
VIDEO WAVEFORM
WAVEFORM
FUNCTION
SPATIAL FUNCTION
INTO SPATIAL
RASTERED
RASTERED INTO
w(x,y)
w(x,y)

SAMPLING
FUNCTION SAMPLING
COMB FUNCTION
C 3 - COMB
———1————
DATA VALUES
VALUES
DIGITIZED DATA
DIGITIZED
d(.
d(i,j)

a
conversion from
upon conversion
Processes undergone
Fig. 6.
Fig.
6. Processes
undergone by
by the
the data
data upon
from a
d(i,j).
values d(i,
digitizedvalues
ofdigitized
array of
anarray
toan
s(x,y)to
scene s(x,y)
spatial scene
continuous spatial
continuous
j).
from
values differs from
data values
photosite data
general, the number of actual photosite
In general,
seen to
Thisisis seen
array.This
dataarray.
finaldata
thefinal
in the
values in
digitized values
of digitized
the number of
data.
the data.
in the
lead to the spurious
lead
spurious harmonic content
content in

as a
modeled as
pixel isis modeled
each pixel
to each
value to
of a value
yp . The
and yp.
The assignment
assignment of
comb-function
comb -function sampling
sampling of
of the
the result
result of the
the convolution
convolution proyA, we
XA and yo,
of xo
distances of
at distances
cess.
cess. If the
the photosites
photosites are spaced at
we
can write
write the
the following
following expression
expression for
for the
the action of operator
1:

/ xx •
y \1
/x
f(1,m) = s(x,, y) ** rect
rect — , —) comb
comb \ ——
Y
V / I
Y
\ Xp
xA
Yp
C
VXA
\XP yp/j

(-

(13)

>

Ya

produced
values produced
data values
The data
convolution. The
denotes convolution.
where
where the
the ** denotes
by each
each photosite
photosite are converted in the sensor electronics to an
sample-and-hold
of a samplemeans of
signal by means
analog video signal
and -hold operation.
time
the time
Considering the
02 . Considering
by 02.
Figure 6 denotes
denotes this
this operation by
waveform
waveform describing
describing the
the video
video signal
signal to
to be
be rastered
rastered into
into an
write
we can write
two-dimensional
equivalent two
equivalent
-dimensional spatial
spatial function,
function, we
operationally

f(l,m) -->
> w(x,y)
f(l,m)
w(x,y) ..

(14)

explicitly as
This can be written explicitly
x

w(x,y) = f(l,m) * rect
w(x,y)
rect

- •>

xa

y \
——
Ya /

J

(15)

sampled-and-held
The sampledand -heldanalog
analog video
video signal was described in
values,
pixel values,
ofpixel
arrayof
The array
plane. The
sensor plane.
of the sensor
the coordinates
coordinates of
with a rectangle
convolved with
was convolved
locations, was
located at photosite locations,
model the
to model
order to
in order
spacing in
photosite spacing
function equal to the photosite
two-dimenthe twoin the
waveform in
sampled-and-held
sampledand -held rastered
rastered video waveform
dimensurface.
array surface.
sional coordinates of the sensor array
conversion of
the conversion
consider the
At
At this
this point, we are ready to consider
can
We can
values. We
digitizedvalues.
arrayofofdigitized
anarray
into an
waveform into
analog waveform
this analog
write operationally

6,

w(x,y) ->
w(x,y)

d(i,J)

(16)
(16)
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BOREMAN

A comb-function
A/ D
comb -function sampling
sampling isis used
used to
to model the A/
D converconversion of the
the sampled-and-held
sampled- and -heldanalog
analog video
video waveform
waveform into the
array of digitized
digitized values
values d(i,j),
d(i, j), seen previously in Eq. (1):
(1):
,xx

w(x,y)comb(
'»
d(i,j) == w(x,y)comb
X
vA

y

(17)

I

The
The spacings
spacings X
X and
and Y
Y are
are the
the effective
effective spatial
spatial sampling
sampling interinterval, in sensor
sensor array coordinates,
coordinates, of the
the frame
frame buffer
buffer data
data
val,
array.
of Fig. 55 indicates that
that the
the spike
The noise power spectrum of
spike
= 188.
1 88. At this point,
occurs at spatial frequency component p =
we
existence of two
two different
different sampling
we note
note the existence
sampling intervals
intervals
involved
involvedinin the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of digitized
digitizeddata
data from
from an
an array
sensor.
white nature
sensor. This
This aspect
aspect of
ofthe
thenon
nonwhite
nature of the
the spectrum
spectrum can
can
be explained as aa beat frequency between the sampling lattice
on the original detector array and the
the sampling
sampling lattice
lattice of
of the
frame buffer.
The nature of this beat frequency can be clarified by comcombining Eqs. ((13),
1 3), ((15),
1 5), and
and(17).
(17).For
Forcompactness,
compactness, we
we consider
consider
one-dimensional
the one
-dimensional version
version of these
these equations:
/x
d(i) =
s(x) * rectl
rect (2-1 comb l X
=C rs(x)
I LL

A/

v/I

** rect l X,
v

comb X
Ilcomb
-I
//

/(18)
(lg)

The
digitized values
effective spacing
The array of digitized
values has
has an effective
spacing on
on the
sensor array surface
surface of
of X.
X. The
The sampledsampled-and-held
and -held video waveform exhibits level changes only at a spacing of XA
xa,, the spatial
sampling interval
interval of the
the actual
actual photosite locations. The final
sampled array
values exhibits
exhibits harmonic
harmonic content corresampled
array of values
corresponding to the fundamental
fundamental spatial frequency of the detector
detector
spacing.
In the length of one line of sensors,
sensors, there are 188
188 photosites.
Thus,
fundamental spatial
spatial frequency
frequency of the photosite
photosite
Thus, the
the fundamental
locations is
is exhibited
exhibited at
at frequency
frequency component p =
= 188
188 of the
power spectrum, which is what was observed in the data
data seen
seen
in Fig. 5.
5.

5.5.
Origin of the spike in the vertical spectrum
5.5. Origin
Power
typical vertical
vertical data sets
sets show
show behavior
behavior
Power spectra
spectra of typical
similar to that seen in Fig. 5
5 except that the spike
spike occurs
occurs at a
different
192. The
The origin of this
this harmonic
harmonic
different frequency,
frequency,qq == 192.
content
is a beat phenomenon
phenomenon between
between sampling
sampling frecontent again
again is
frequencies.
per video
video
quencies. The
The sensor
sensor produces
produces 288
288 rows
rows of
of data per
frame time. The frame buffer stores the entire video image on
480
480 lines,
lines, leaving
leaving the
the last
last 32
32 unused,
unused, so the effective
effective sampling
lattice of the frame buffer in
in this
this case
case is
is only
only 480
480 elements
elements
lattice
long. From Eq.
Eq. (5),
(5), the spatial
spatial Nyquist
Nyquist limit
limit in
in the
the vertical
vertical
long.
direction is
240 ..
- M -= 240

qNy -

gNy

(19)

2

The fundamental
fundamental frequency of the vertical photosite spacing is
beyond the Nyquist at q =
= 288.
288. This frequency has an alias at
Dallas =
Qphotosite -~~2(gphotosite
2 ^photosite ~ ^Ny)
192 ''
gNy)=- 192
qatias
- gphotosite

(20)
(20)

which
which aa spike
spike is seen
seen in vertical
vertical
which isis the
the frequency
frequency at
at which
spectra analogous to Fig.
Fig. 5.
5.
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5.6.
Discussion of
of spike artifacts
5.6. Discussion
This type
type of
of artifact
artifact also
also can
can be
beconsidered
considered aa manifestation
manifestation of
of
a nonwhite power spectrum
spectrum of
of the sensor response. While
While not
strictly
noise effect
type often are
strictly aa noise
effect per
per se,
se, artifacts
artifacts of this type
termed "fixed"fixed-pattern
another case
case in
pattern noise." This is another
in which a
specification
specification of
of array
array performance by means of the variance
alone
alone would
would ignore
ignore the
the harmonic
harmonic content
content inherent
inherent in
in the
the
response
response of the
the sensor
sensor system.
system. This
This also
also must
must be
be taken
taken into
into
account before
before an accurate estimate
estimate is
is made
made of the power
power
account
spectrum
by such
such aa sensor.
spectrum of an image being acquired by
sensor. This
This
artifact could
could be
be alleviated with the proper
proper sampling
artifact
sampling electronics,
of each
each photosite
photosite only
only
ics, which
which would
would sample
sample the
the output of
once,
of the
the individual
individual response
once, at
at the center of
response waveform
waveform for
pixel. However,
However, for electronics
electronics that
that sample
sample the
the analog
analog
each pixel.
video waveform
some other
other periodicity
periodicity
video
waveform from
from the
the sensor at some
that of
of the
the sensor
sensor itself,
itself, this
this type
type of
of artifact
artifact isis likely
likely to
than that
the image
image spectrum.
corrupt the
5.7. Example
Example from
from speckle
speckle experiments
5.7.
One example
example of
use of
of Fourier
Fourier domain
domain techniques
One
of the use
techniques to
to
characterize sensor noise performance is in the estimation
estimation of
the spatialspatial-frequency
of a laser speckle field.
frequency power spectrum of
field.
Figure 7 shows
shows aa line
line of
ofdirect
direct array
array data
data for a speckle
speckle pattern
pattern
having low contrast
and low
low overall
overall flux
contrast and
comparison
flux level.
level. By
By comparison
with Figs. 2 and 3, it is seen that
the signal
signal due
due to
that the
to the
the speckle
speckle is
is
masked almost completely by the spatial
spatial noise
noise of
of the sensor.
sensor.
Averaging an unchanging speckle pattern
pattern over
over several
several obserobservations would
would decrease
decrease the
the contribution
contribution from purely random
noise
sensors but would
would not
not alleviate
alleviate the
the spatially
noise in
in the sensors
spatially
structured
the noise
noise spectrum.
structured nature
nature of the
spectrum. Figure
Figure 88 shows
shows
I D(p)12,
D(p) | 2 , the squared modulus
modulusof
ofthe
the DFT
DFTofofaasingle
single observaobservation of speckle data. By
By comparison
comparisonwith
withFig.
Fig.5,5,ititcan
can be
be seen
seen
that
there is
is aa noticeable
noticeable difference
difference in the
that there
the power
power spectra,
spectra,
corresponding
spectrum of
of the received
received speckle
corresponding to the spectrum
specklepattern.
pattern.
The
the sensor
The spatially
spatially structured
structured noise
noise of
of the
sensor is
is seen
seen to be
be
in the
characterized more easily
easily in
in the
the Fourier domain than in
the
spatial
domain. After
After suitable
suitable ensemble
ensemble averaging
spatial domain.
averaging is
is perperboth noise
noise and
and speckle
speckle spectra,5
spectra,5 an estimate of the
formed on both
spectrum
spectrum of the
the speckle
speckle alone
alone can
can be
be made
made by
by subtraction.
subtraction.
6.
CONCLUSIONS
6. CONCLUSIONS
The spatial-frequency
of the noise seen on an
spatial- frequency power spectrum
spectrum of
an
imaging
system descriptor.
descriptor. It conimaging sensor
sensor isis an
an important system
conveniently characterizes
characterizes the variance per unit spatial frequency
interval,
interval, the total variance being proportional
proportional to
to the
the integral
integral
of the
the power
power spectrum.
spectrum. A measurement of variance alone for
take into
into account
account how
how the
the noise
noise
an imaging sensor does not take
distributed spatially
spatially and
andessentially
essentially assumes
assumes aa
artifacts are distributed
random distribution.
distribution. The
The more
morerealistic
realistic model
model of
of spatial noise
by the spatialspatial-frequency
is of interprovided by
frequency power spectrum is
est particularly
particularly for applications
applications involving
involving Foúrier
Fourier transtransest
formed data sets
sets from
from imaging
imaging sensor
sensor arrays.
formed
arrays. Quantitative
Quantitative
characterization
Fourier
characterization of
of spatial
spatial noise
noise artifacts
artifacts in
in the Fourier
domain
is essential if accurate
estimates of
domain is
accurate estimates
of scene
scene spectra are to
be made.
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Fig.
Fig. 7.
7. Data from one
video line,
line, showing
showing digitized values
values for
for aa low
low
one video
contrast speckle
speckle pattern.
contrast
pattern. Plotted
Plottedisisdd (i),
(i), the
the sum of
of the
the signal and the
sensor noise.
noise. By
By comparison
comparison to
that the sensor
to Figs.
Figs. 2 and 3, itit is
is seen that
noise
signal in this case.
noise almost completely masks the speckle signal
case.
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Fig. 8. Plotted
D (p)
(p)12,
thesquared
squaredmodulus
modulus of
of the
the DFT
DFT of
of the
the line
line
PlottedisisIID
1 2 , the
of data d(i) seen
seen in
in Fig.
Fig.7.
7. (Mote
Note that
that the scale in
in this
this spectrum
spectrum plot
plotis
is 0
to 2, which upon comparison with
with the
the spectrum
spectrum of
of Fig.
Fig. 55 (scale
(scale 0 to
1)
1) shows
shows clear
clear evidence
evidence of
of the presence
presence of the speckle
speckle signal.
signal. The
The
presence of
presence
of the
the speckle
speckle signal
signal isis seen
seen much
much more
more clearly
clearly in
in the

Fourier domain
domain than
than in
in the
the direct
direct spatial domain data of Fig. 7.
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